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Outline

• From QCD to conventional mesons: brief review

• A chiral model for mesons: eLSM

• Light hybrids: masses and decays

• Decay of the J/Psi into (isoscalar) hybrids

• Light glueballs: status and new results

• Conclusions
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The QCD Lagrangian
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Confinement: quarks never ‘seen’ directly.

How they might look like 

Picture by Pawel Piotrowski
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Flavor symmetry

jiji
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Gluon-quark-antiquark vertex

It is democratic! The gluon couples to each flavor with the same strength

VU U (3) U U 1   
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Chiral symmetry

In the chiral limit (mi=0) chiral 

symmetry is exact, but is 

spontaneously broken by the 

QCD vacuum 
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baryon number      anomaly U(1)A SSB into SU(3)V

Chiral (or axial) anomaly: explicitely broken by quantum fluctuations
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Hadrons

The QCD Lagrangian contains ‘colored’ quarks and 

gluons. However, no ‚colored‘ state has been seen.

Confinement: physical states are “white” and are called 

hadrons.

Hadrons can be:

Mesons: bosonic hadrons

Baryons: fermionic hadrons

A meson is not necessarily a quark-antiquark state.

A quark-antiquark state is a conventional meson.
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Rho-meson

Pion

MeV 7
du

mm

MeV 775
m

MeV 139
m

Example of conventional quark-antiquark states: 

the ρ and the π mesons

Mass generation in QCD

is a nonpert. penomenon

based on SSB 
(mentioned previusly).
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Some selected nonets
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Chiral partners



Motivation for the extended Linear Sigma Model 

(eLSM)

• Development of a a (chirally symmetric) linear sigma model 

for mesons and baryons including (axial-)vector, (axial-)tensor, 

hybrids, and –of course- glueballs

• Study of the model for  T = μ =0 (spectroscopy in vacuum)

(decays, scattering lengths,…)

• Second goal: properties at nonzero T and μ

(Condensates and masses in thermal/matter medium,…)

Interrelation between 

these two aspects!



• Quark-antiquark mesons: scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-

vector quarkonia. 

• Additional mesons: The scalar and the pseudoscalar glueballs 

• Baryons: nucleon doublet and its partner

(in the so-called mirror assignment)

We construct the Lagrangian of the so-called Extended Linear Sigma Model 

(ELSM) according to

chiral invariance  and dilatation symmetry and their explicit breakings.

Fields of the eLSM



Fields of the model

and, in addition, the scalar/dilaton glueball  G (plus evt other glueballs)



D. Parganlija, P. Kovacs, G. Wolf , F. Giacosa, D. H. Rischke, Phys.Rev. D87 (2013) 014011
S. Janowski, D. Parganlija, F. Giacosa, D. H. Rischke, Phys. Rev. D84, 054007 (2011)

Model of QCD – eLSM
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Meson phenomenology - literature



1) Baryonic eLSM for Nf = 2: Gallas FG DHR PRD82 (2010) 014004, Gallas FG IJMP.A29 (2014) 1450098

2) Nucleon-nucleon scattering: Teilab Deinet FG DHR Phys.Rev. C94 (2016) 044001
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Baryon phenomenology - literature

Nonzero temperature and density (and critical endpoint) - literature

Kovacs et al., PRD93 (2016) no.11, 114014 ; PRD106 (2022) no.11, 116016



Jean Buridan (in Latin, Johannes Buridanus) (ca. 1300 – after 1358)

SSB and the donkey of Buridan

  N N  



Overall phenomenology is good. Further quantities 

calculated afterwards. 

Scalar mesons  a0(1450) and K0(1430) above 1 GeV and are 

quark-antiquark states. The chiral partner of the pion (the σ) is f0(1370).

Importance of the (axial-)vector mesons

arXiv:1208.0585

Results of the fit/2

Microscpic

eLSMeLSM

Microscpic

eLSM
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Recent developments: 

tensor and (axial-)tensors
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Table from:

F.G., R. Pisarski, 

A. Koenigstein

Phys.Rev.D 97 (2018) 9, 

091901 

e-Print: 1709.07454 
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1) Glueballs                                    2) Hybrids

3) Four-quark states

Non-conventional mesons:  beyond qq

Compact diquark-antidiquark states

Molecular states (a type of dynamical generation)

Companion poles (another type of dynamical generation)
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1) Glueballs                                    2) Hybrids

3) Four-quark states

Non-conventional mesons:  beyond qq

Compact diquark-antidiquark states

Molecular states (a type of dynamical generation)

Companion poles (another type of dynamical generation)



Toward a nonet of hybrid state/PDG



A unique I=1 hybrid state π1

π1(1600) and π1(1400) are the same state 

(in agreement with various models and lattice QCD) 

C. Meyer and E. Swanson, 

Hybrid Mesons,

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 82 (2015) 21

[arXiv:1502.07276 [hep-ph]]. 





New experimental finding: η1(1855)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 19, 192002 2202.00621 [hep-ex]



Hybrid mesons and their chiral partners

Only ratios possible. 

πb1 mode dominates!
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A nonet of hybrid states? 

arXiv:2203.04327

Besides π1(1600) and η1(1855), we expect also:

K1(1750) and η1(1660). The last two not yet seen.



Combined fit for the π1(1660) mesons 

(PDG values +latt)



Lagrangian part for π1

….and other decay terms…



Fit outcomes



Predictions for other hybrids



Predictions for other hybrids





J/Psi decay (via the so-called ‘Sill’ distribution)

‘Sill’ implemented in

all decays above
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Light glueballs
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Gluebals have along history

1 GeV
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Lattice 2006

Quoted by the PDG in the ‘Quark Model’ review.

See also: Gregory et al, JHEP 1210 (2012) 170
Towards the glueball spectrum from unquenched lattice QCD

Conclusions and future prospects The most conservative interpretation of our results is that the masses in terms of 

lattice representations are broadly consistent with results from quenched QCD. We do not see any evidence for large 

unquenching  effects, however a definitive calculation requires a continuum extrapolation, and the inclusion of 

fermionic operators. 



Lattice: comparison

Table from 2212.03272

See also Bethe-Slapeter results: Huber, Fischer, Sanchis-Alepuz: 

Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 12, 1083 and Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 11, 1077 



Which masses fit better? 

According to Thermodynamics, the ‘AT’ ones



Scalar glueball

G
J/y c

c

eLSM result long ago!



Recent BES results
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New development: glueball-glueball scattering



Glueballonium mass

Can one see that? In YM-lattice, probably yes.

In experiment? Hard, but…

Extension: Higgsonium!

Eur.Phys.J.C 83 (2023) 8, 713 2212.01272



Tensor glueball

ρ ρ dominant!

Similar result in 

holographic approach, see e.g.

Brünner,Parganlija Rebhan
Phys.Rev.D91,no.10,106002(2015)



Isoscalar tensor resonances: comparison



Pseudoscalar glueball

Chiral-anomaly 

driven decays!
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Conclusions and outlook

By using a chiral model for QCD, the eLSM, we discussed:

Lightest hybrids

• Nonet of light hybrid states: two resonances still missing

• Postdictions/Predictions

• Search for the missing resonances promising

Lightest glueballs

•Scalar (and the glueballonium)

•Tensor (new results)

•Pseudoscalar



Thanks!
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Chiral limit:
is a classical symmetry broken by quantum fluctuations

(trace anomaly)

Dimensional transmutation

Trace anomaly: 

the emergence of a dimension

2

S

g (Q)
( Q)

4
   



MeV 8005000
* 
gluongluon
mmEffective gluon mass: 

a a,G G 0
 Gluon condensate:
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Quark-antiquark mesons (PDG 2018)



Beyond Breit-Wigner

ArXiv: 2106.03749



Breit-Wigner distribution

Rho-meson as example. 

BW extends from –inf to +inf. There is no left threshold.



Relativistic Breit-Wigner (rBW)

In a relativistic framework there is always a threshold! (eventually zero).

Function above not normalized as it stands.

From above often used in various applications.



‘Sill’ distribution

Sill for the 

rho-meson



Comments



Sill extension to multi-channel case



ρ meson

Aleph data

for tau decay



a1 meson

Aleph data

for tau decay



The Delta baryon

Data from: J.R. Haskins, Am. J. Phys. 53, 988–991 (1985)



Recent Sill application/JPAC and CLAS

ArXiv: 2303.11762



Recent Sill application/2

ArXiv: 2303.11762ArXiv: 2303.11762



Recent Sill application/3: Xi(1620)

ArXiv: 2305.19093



Comments 

The Sill is Flatte-like, but not equal. 

It does not reduce to Flatte

(even not in the KK channel) 



Comment

The Sill is as Flatte along KK

(but not along pion-eta)

The Sill is Flatte-like, but not equal. 

Eur.Phys.J.A 23 (2005) 523-533e-Print: nuclth/0410099 [nucl-th]



The K*(892) meson: basically no difference

J. Adam et al. [ALICE], arXiv:1601.07868



Sill: two-channel case



a0(980) example



Multichannel decay law 

w1(t) is the probability that the 

decay has occurred in the first 

channel between (0,t)



w1/w2 is not a constant


